
Analysis: the Big Three 
v Question/Hypothesis 

v Data/Evidence 

v Reasoning/Method 
o Deductive: starts with true statements/explanations, then looks for supporting 

evidence. This is often termed top-down reasoning. 
§ Advantages: conclusions are certainties, broadly applicable rather than 

suggestive possibilities. 
§ Disadvantages: by demonstrating something already known to be true, 

examples become merely a series of case studies. 

o Inductive: starts with observation/data/evidence, then looks for explanation. This 
is often termed bottom-up reasoning. 

§ Advantages: for archaeologists with material, this is almost always the 
most straightforward, available starting point. This applies to almost all 
humanistic and social scientific inquiry; after all, we live in a world of 
evidence. 

§ Disadvantages: essentially circumstantial; suffers from the human 
tendency to draw uncertain conclusions from limited experience. The 
explanation may suit the data to hand but need not have broader 
applicability. Example: I have seen many swans. All of them have been 
white. Yet I may not conclude from this that all swans are white. In other 
words, conclusions are specific rather than general. 

 
How to increase truth/utility value?  
v Practice skeptical inquiry. The philosopher David Hume identified this as practical 

skepticism. Since we generally begin with data and apply inductive reasoning, we should 
do our best to ensure that we are relying on data that is valid, consistently categorized (so 
as to ensure reproducibility) and sufficient in quantity (i.e., a reasonable sample size). 

v Be aware of biases: 
o availability bias: the tendency to depend primarily upon information that is 

readily available. 
o confirmation bias: the inclination to seek solutions to problems that are consistent 

with known hypotheses rather than attempt to refute those hypotheses. 
o predictable world bias: the inclination to perceive order where it has not been 

proved to exist. This bias leads us to interpret correlation as causation, because it 
offers reassuring explanations. 

 


